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Abstract The study examined exploratory procedures (EPs)
of congenitally blind and sighted children and adults on a
haptic match-to-sample task. The aim was to examine the
influence of age, visual status, and familiarity on the use of
EPs when people haptically examine the object properties of
weight, size, exact shape, and texture. EPs in the first and last
of four series of trials were compared. The results showed that
all four groups chose the same dominant EP for examining the
four different object properties, all of them in agreement
with the ones found by Lederman and Klatzky (Cognitive
Psychology 19:342–368, 1987). Children were found to use
more EPs, rather than using only the most efficient EP, for the
dimension under study. Overall, performance was affected
more by age than by visual status, and repeating the task led
to increased efficiency in all groups. To describe exploratory
behaviors in more detail, actions were introduced. Actions are
single or sequential hand movements occurring in parallel
with the EPs or apart from the EPs. The use of actions
explained, in part, individual variation among the participants.
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Introduction

Given the overt nature of tactual exploration, mental pro-
cesses and cognitive strategies can be deduced more easily
from touch than from the other senses. Typically, this is
done by looking at exploratory procedures (EPs), first de-
scribed by Lederman and Klatzky (1987) as certain types of
hand movements made to get specific information about
object properties. Typical patterns emerge once people are
asked about object properties, such as weight, volume, or
shape. For instance, the typical pattern for exploring the
dimension of exact shape is contour-following (CF), a dy-
namic procedure in which one or more fingers trace the
contours of an object.

In view of our clinical interest in blind children and
adults, we wondered whether blind people use the same
EPs to extract information from objects. In a previous article
(Withagen, Kappers, Vervloed, Knoors, & Verhoeven,
2012), we compared the performance of four groups (blind
adults, sighted adults, blind children, and sighted children)
with regard to accuracy and response times in a match-to-
sample task with different object dimensions (shape, weight,
texture, and volume). The experimental task was performed
4 times to investigate the effect of familiarization and prac-
tice. We showed that, with regard to accuracy and response
times on the four different dimensions, age was more im-
portant than visual status. The differences between children
and adults were especially large for exact shape, which
turned out to be significantly more difficult for children than
for adults. For accuracy, the effects of practice were
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significant only for perceiving texture. In contrast, repeating
the experiment had a significant effect on all response times;
all groups became faster over the series. There were no
significant differences in performance between blind and
sighted children. The blind adults were faster than the sight-
ed adults in response times, especially for exact shape,
without decreasing in the level of accuracy. During this
previous study, hand movements were recorded (but not
yet analyzed). The main objective of the present study is
to investigate whether the differences between the groups
were caused by the use of different exploratory strategies by
blind and sighted adults and children.

Lederman and Klatzky (1987) studied the hand move-
ments in a mutually exclusive scoring system and chose to
score the most prominent EP in the case where two EPs
occurred together. In a later study, Klatzky and Lederman
(1993) made predictions about the compatibility of two EPs
occurring together. To actually study this compatibility, the
option of scoring simultaneous EPs was added to the present
study.

Manual exploration in sighted children

Previous research has shown that the use of EPs is age
related. Bushnell and Boudreau (1991) noted that the order
in which haptic perception of various object dimensions
initially develops in infants is determined mainly by the
temporal sequence in which the associated EPs can be
performed, which, in turn, appears to depend on the level
of motor development. Morange-Majoux, Cougnot, and
Bloch (1997) confirmed that as early as the age of 4 months,
infants are capable of discriminating coarse variations in
texture. The hand movements proved similar to the adult
EP of lateral motion (LM). At the same age, infants use their
whole hands to explore objects, and by the age of 6 months,
they start using their fingertips. Bushnell and Boudreau
suggested that in order to perceive particular properties of
an object, an infant must be able to perform the requisite
hand movements. For example, to determine the texture of
an object, a child needs to be capable of rubbing a finger
across a surface. It is only when the infant has developed
more sophisticated exploratory strategies, such as using one
hand to hold the object and the other to explore, that he or
she may be able to determine the shape of an object.
According to Bushnell and Boudreau, the onset of all EPs
is thus in the first year of life.

Kalagher and Jones (2011) recently assessed 36 sighted
children (3–5 years) and 20 adults with a haptic match-to-
sample task. The participants could not see their hands
during the experiment. They received objects and were
instructed to compare the sample objects with the test
objects with respect to the properties shape, texture, rigidity,

and weight. There was always one object that was identical
to the sample object. Both accuracy and hand movements of
the children were studied and compared with the perfor-
mance of adults. Kalagher and Jones concluded that these
young children behaved in the same way as adults. To solve
the tasks, they produced adult-like EPs. Children applied
pressure to match on rigidity, CF for shape, LM for texture,
and unsupported holding (UH) for weight. The results indi-
cated that even 3-year-olds chose the most adequate EPs to
gather specific perceptual information. Moreover, children
of all age groups were able to match the objects for all
dimensions at near ceiling levels. Klatzky, Lederman, and
Mankinen (2005) carried out a study on the use of EPs by
sighted children and focused on whether preschool children
(mean age 4.5 years) could make appropriate judgments
about tool functions by using either vision or vision and
touch. The children proved to be sensitive to the character-
istics of the tool and to the constraints on its functions. They
used vision to explore the size of the tool and the EP of
pressure (PR) to learn about the rigidity of an object. Berger
and Hatwell (1993, 1995, 1996) found that even 5-year-old
children can classify objects on the haptic dimension of
texture by using the EP of LM. The EPs to apprehend size
(enclosure [EN], CF) were scarcely used to classify objects.
In contrast, Schwarzer, Küfer, and Wilkening (1999) did not
find a preference for classification based solely on texture—
that is, by the use of the EP of LM. They found that children
tended to use more hand movements besides LM, such as
EN and rotation, to explore and classify the dimension of
texture. Even 4-year-old children used these procedures
frequently. Also, the EP of CF was already observed at this
age.

Hand movements in blind children

There are only a few studies on the development of EPs in
blind children. Landau (1991) examined haptic object ex-
ploration in three congenitally blind infants between 18 and
36 months of age. In her study, blind infants used scratching
to explore textures and rotation to explore the shapes of
objects. Schellingerhout, Smitsman, and Van Galen (1997)
examined the EPs that eight blind infants between 8 and
24 months of age used to explore textured surfaces. The
children received different gradient textures on a table in
front of them while seated on their mothers’ lap. The chil-
dren explored the surfaces spontaneously and without any
instructions. Schellingerhout et al. saw that the infants used
a wide range of exploratory strategies, such as touching,
hitting, fingering, rubbing, and mouthing, and that there
were age-related differences in the use of exploratory strat-
egies. The youngest children showed limited use of finger-
ing and a rudimentary form of rubbing, whereas the oldest
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did not show oral exploration anymore. The exploratory
behaviors varied depending on the textures the children
explored.

According to Millar (2008), young congenitally blind
children often perform significantly poorer on unfamiliar
spatial tasks than do blindfolded sighted children. She no-
ticed that the differences between the two groups depended
on the nature of the task and the kind of information that
was available to the children. Millar (1974) performed a
haptic match-to-sample recognition task, using small non-
sense shapes with blind and sighted children. The blind
children were faster responders but were somewhat less
accurate. On the basis of her experiments, Millar (1994)
concluded that the need for informational redundancy is
necessary for blind children to get the same experiences
and draw the same conclusions as sighted children. She
suggested that the convergence and overlap of tactual inputs
provide the redundancy needed to interpret information
about objects and their spatial positions.

Blind and sighted adults

Davidson (1972) and Davidson and Whitson (1974) com-
pared the exploratory behavior of blindfolded sighted and
blind adult observers when haptically evaluating the curva-
ture of a stimulus, which was either convex or concave.
They concluded that the blind participants were more effi-
cient in their haptic strategies, because they used the whole
hand, whereas the sighted participants used only two fin-
gers. However, after a training in which the sighted partic-
ipants were forced to use the same mode of exploration as
the blind participants, the two groups produced similar
results. Davidson and Whitson concluded that with the use
of the adequate haptic strategy, sighted people can achieve
the same level of accuracy as the blind in this haptic task.

Heller (1989) also studied the influence of vision and
visual imagery on the perception of textures. His results
showed that for texture, there were no differences in perfor-
mance between blind and sighted adults. According to
Heller, visual imagery may not be needed for substance-
related object qualities—that is, material properties such as
texture, hardness, thermal properties, and weight—whereas
visual imagery may be helpful for judgments about geomet-
rical properties such as shape. Grant, Thiagarajah, and
Sathian (2000) studied whether the blind are superior, in
comparison with the sighted, in their tactile sensitivity.
Initially, the blind outperformed the sighted on a hyperacu-
ity task where the participants were allowed to use active
touch. However, after practice, both groups performed at the
same level. They concluded that people deprived of vision
do not develop supernormal touch sensitivity but, rather,
learn to use it more proficiently. Goldreich and Kanics

(2003) also studied tactile sensitivity of blind and sighted
people, but now the participants were only allowed to make
use of passive touch. It turned out that tactile acuity of the
blind participants was significantly better than that of the
sighted participants. So it seems that tactual acuity is better
in blind versus sighted people when passive touch is used
but that, after practice and with use of active touch, both
groups perform equally.

Several studies (Cornoldi, Fastame, & Vecchi, 2003;
Cornoldi & Vecchi, 2000; Vanlierde, & Wanet-Defalque,
2004; Vecchi, Tinti, & Cornoldi, 2004) showed that when
objects are presented to blind persons, congenital absence
of visual perception does not prevent one from processing
mental images. Spatial images are probably organized dif-
ferently in blind persons, in comparison with sighted per-
sons, because they are derived from tactile and spatial
information sources. These kinds of mental representations
can be used by blind persons in tactile-spatial tasks.
However, increased complexity of the task (e.g., when
people have to recall more than a single spatial pattern)
has a negative influence on the performance of blind
people.

Recently, Rovira, Deschamps, and Baena-Gomez (2011)
let blind and sighted adolescents perform two tasks in which
two-dimensional geometrical shapes with raised patterns
had to be rotated mentally. They found that the blind par-
ticipants performed more effectively, which was tentatively
attributed to the fact that they used multifingered and bi-
manual exploration during the experimental task, whereas
the sighted adolescents tended to prefer to use only one hand
during exploration of the objects. Furthermore, they used
twice the time to explore the objects and give their
responses, in comparison with the blind adolescents.

Aim of the study

In previous research, it has been found that the performance
on tactual exploration tasks may vary as a result of the
dimensions being studied, practice with the task, and the
age and visual status of participants. However, in the studies
conducted so far, no attempt has been made to examine the
initial and repeated exploration behavior on multiple dimen-
sions as a function of age and visual status in one and the
same design. Therefore, the present study focused on the
repeated tactual exploration of blind and sighted adults and
children. The goal of the study was to gather both quantita-
tive and qualitative information about the haptic strategies
used by these groups. The research question was twofold:
(1) Do blind and sighted adults and children choose the
same EPs in tasks concerning exact shape, weight, volume,
and texture, and (2) what is the effect of practice? The effect
of practice on the use of EPs was studied by comparing the
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first and last series of trials. Since no previous studies are
known that have studied the effect of practice, we investi-
gated whether the EPs change over time (for instance, more
simultaneous use of different EPs or increased use of the
most efficient EP to solve a specific task). We wanted to see
whether an effect, either a learning or a fatigue effect, would
arise after repeating the experiment 3 times. In addition, we
were also interested in the possible differences between
children and adult and between blind and sighted in the
use of EPs. On the basis of Millar’s (1997) CAPIN theory,
we expected that children and blind people would show
more redundant behaviors during the experiment but also
that they would profit more from rehearsals than would
sighted adults. To observe the hand movements in more
detail, actions were defined and scored in addition to the
EPs. Actions are extra hand movements, without distinct on-
and offset times, that cannot be scored as an EP and that
participants execute to gather extra information about an
object.

Method

Participants

Sixty-one participants, 31 adults and 30 children, took part
in the experiment. Each participant belonged to one of four
groups:

1. congenitally blind adults (n=16; mean age=38.8,
SD=8.1; 8 females, 8 males)

2. sighted adults (n=15; mean age=39.4, SD=10.7;
8 females, 7 males)

3. congenitally blind children (n=15; mean age=9.3,
SD=1.7; 7 girls, 8 boys)

4. sighted children (n=15; mean age=9.0, SD=1.5; 7
girls, 8 boys).

Within the age groups, the blind and sighted participants
were matched on age, gender, and level of education. We
wanted to reduce the chance that children did not understand
the concepts of the dimensions under study and, therefore,
enrolled children between 7 and 12 years of age (mean age
9 years) in the study. By excluding younger children, we
hoped to diminish the number of children in the preopera-
tional phase of cognitive development. The rather large age
range was necessary to enroll a sufficient number of partic-
ipants in the study. The blind children attended mainstream
schools in the Netherlands and Flanders and were matched
with sighted classmates. The blind adults were recruited
from the social network of the first author and a Web site
for the blind and visually impaired in the Netherlands.
Informed and written consent was received from all adult
participants and the parents of the children. The total

experiment, including practice trials, took about 1.5–2.5 h.
For the children, there was always a short break between
series 2 and 3, in which they got a drink. All adults per-
formed the experiment without a break. The children were
tested at their own school, whereas the adults were assessed
either at home or at work.

Materials

Four out of the nine original object sets in the study by
Lederman and Klatzky (1987)—namely, texture, weight,
volume, and exact shape—were replicated with the permis-
sion and help of the authors. All objects were unfamiliar,
meaningless, and functionless objects and, therefore, were
difficult to label (see Fig. 1). The objects involved in this
experiment had a size of 4–12 cm; they were too big to
enclose in one hand, especially for the children. Within each
set, the objects differed on the dimension under study and an
additional dimension with distracting information for the
target dimension. This additional dimension was the size
of the objects in exact shape, the material and size in weight,
and the shape of the objects in both texture and volume.

For each object dimension, there were 16 three-
dimensional-stimuli, divided into four sets. Each set con-
sisted of 1 standard object and 3 comparison objects, of
which 1 was the best, but not an identical, match to the
standard. In total, there were 64 objects (see Fig. 1). An
additional practice set was developed for instruction and
familiarization. A more detailed description of the object
sets can be found in Withagen et al. (2012).

Procedure and setting

The procedure was a slightly adapted version from the study
of Lederman and Klatzky (1987) and is also described in
Withagen et al. (2012). For practical reasons, four, and not
nine, dimensions were studied. Participants were not blind-
folded, but their view of the objects and their hands was
blocked by a curtain. This was done because a pilot study
showed that most children were bothered by being blind-
folded. The experiment was repeated 3 times in order to
study the effects of practice and fatigue.

Participants sat at a table opposite the experimenter. The
experimenter and the sighted participants could see each
other over the curtain that hung over a stage and that
blocked their view of their hands. The participants put their
hands under the curtain at the side of the experimenter,
where they received the objects. Each trial started when
the participants laid the back of their hands down on the
table, palms upward. Exploration started when the partici-
pants received the object in their hand(s). To indicate the
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end of a trial, the participants had to lay both hands back on
the table, palms up, fingers stretched.

The experimenter first presented the standard object,
which the participants were asked to explore for one of four
dimensions: texture, weight, volume, or exact shape. Next,
the three comparison stimuli were given one after the other,
and the participants were asked which of the three matched
the standard best with regard to the required dimension. The
participants were told that there would be no identical match
to the standard. Simultaneous comparison of the stimuli was
not possible, and the participants were allowed to explore
the objects only once. There was no time limit for respond-
ing. The participants were instructed with the following
descriptions for the different dimensions. For the dimension
of exact shape, the question was the following: “What is the
exact outline of a shape? Ignore the size of the object, but
concentrate only on the outline. Which object has the same
outline as the standard, although it might be larger, thicker
or smaller?” Texture was questioned as follows: “How does
the object feel on the surface. Do not pay attention to the
shape or size, but concentrate on the surface. How does it

feel, is it, for instance, soft or rough?” The instruction for the
dimension of volume was the following: “What is the size of
the object? Ignore the shape, but explore the size at all the
sides of the object.” If the participant did not understand the
instruction, extra information was given: “Imagine you can
make a hole in the object and fill it with water. In which
object would fit about as much water as in the standard?
Would it be number 1, 2 or 3?” For the dimension of weight,
participants were asked the following: “What is the weight
of the object in your hands; does it feel heavy or light?
Compare the weight of the standard with the other objects.”

Every assessment started with practice trials that were
intended to instruct the participants what the dimensions
meant and to make them familiar with the match-to-sample
task. During the practice trials, the participants received two
trials with objects, not in the actual object-set, to practice the
procedure. Furthermore, it was checked whether the partic-
ipants understood the concepts of the dimensions they were
asked to match. Immediately after the practice trials, the
experiment started with four trials for each of the four sets
of dimensions; the same instruction for the dimensions was

Fig. 1 Object sets for the
dimensions of texture (a),
weight (b), volume (c), and
exact shape (d). The standard
objects are shown in the first
column, followed by the
comparison objects in the same
row; the second object in each
row is the best match
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given, as described above. Each participant received the four
object sets in a randomized sequence, for a total of 64
objects. In the original study of Lederman and Klatzky
(1987), the experiment finished after all sets were explored.
Since we were interested in the influence of familiarity and
learning, we repeated the experiment 3 times (all in one
assessment). In total, there were four series with the four
object-sets, bringing the total number of objects to be ex-
plored to 256 (4 series×4 dimensions×4 trials×4 objects).
All trials were recorded on video by a camera placed on a
tripod behind the experimenter. Practice trials were not
recorded.

Hand movements

The hand movements were divided into two categories,
exploratory procedures and actions. Some manual behav-
iors could not be scored as EPs and were, therefore, called
actions. Actions are extra hand movements that are mostly
constellations of hand motions that occur sometimes in
parallel with the EPs and, in other cases, apart from the
EPs. Some actions convey some obvious intentions of the
participants, such as estimating size or global perception of
shape; others consist of sequences of behaviors that are not
captured by EPs (see Table 2). All hand movements were
analyzed with the Observer XTsoftware fromNoldus (Noldus
Information Technology, 2008). The scoring rules for the EPs
were based on the original scoring rules of Lederman and
Klatzky (1987). A difference from the original study is that we
embedded the possibility of scoring EPs simultaneously. Both
frequency and duration were scored for EPs. Only frequency
was scored for actions, since actions either lasted for very brief
periods or were sequences of different hand movements in
which EPs sometimes also occurred.

Besides the EPs of LM, UH, EN, CF, and PR, we scored
task maintenance (TM) and unclear (UC). Under TM, all
hand movements used for the benefit of the performance of
an EP were scored. The observers used UC when the record-
ings were unclear or invisible for them. Lists of EPs and
actions are shown in Tables 1 and 2, respectively.

Five students, naive to the experimental goals, were
trained in scoring by observing the tapes of a pilot study,
until sufficient agreement was reached (i.e., Cohen’s
kappa coefficient above .80). The interrater reliability
was determined by scoring the tapes of 10 participants,
each by five different raters. Tapes were randomly se-
lected from the beginning, midpoint, and end of the
study. Reliability was determined by calculating the
intraclass correlation coefficient, which is also presented
in Tables 1 and 2.

Analyses

Response time was defined as the duration of the total
exploration. Each exploration started when the partici-
pants received the first object in their hands; the explo-
ration ended when the participants stopped exploring the
last comparison object (i.e., haptic exploring; not when
the participants gave the response to the question). The
durations of the EPs per participant were calculated per
dimension. Because of unequal response times between
participants, relative scores were calculated by convert-
ing the durations into a percentage of time a participant
executed a specific EP. Sometimes, EPs occurred simul-
taneously. Analyses of the data showed that the EP
predicted by Lederman and Klatzky (1987) to solve a
task best was always involved when two EPs occurred
simultaneously. For this reason, the occurrence of com-
bined use of EPs with a specific dimension was indi-
cated by adding the plus sign to the most prominent EP.
Periods in which participants were not using EPs were
scored as the category rest. During these periods, par-
ticipants either could make hand movements used for
the benefit of EPs (TM) actions or showed undefined or
unidentifiable behaviors (UC).

For ease of presentation, only the results of the analyses
of the first and last series of trials will be presented. The
mean number of actions was calculated by dividing the total
number of occurrences of each event by the number of
participants.

Table 1 Exploratory procedures: descriptions and intraclass correlations

Exploratory procedures Description Intraclass correlation

Lateral motion The fingers are rubbed sideways on the surface of an object. .93

Unsupported holding An object is lifted away from any supporting surface and is maintained in the
hand without any effort to mould the hand to the object.

.99

Enclosure Both hands are put around the outer surface of an object. .97

Contour following This is a dynamic procedure in which one or more fingers
trace the contours of an object.

1.00

Pressure Pressure is applied to a part of the object—for instance, the
object is poked or pinched.

.95
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To integrate accuracy scores and response times, mean
efficiency scores were calculated per group by averaging the
ratios of accuracy and response time of all individual par-
ticipants. To analyze the results on the efficiency scores, an
age (adults–children)×visual status (blind–sighted)×series
(2) general linear model (GLM) analysis was performed.
Age and visual status were treated as between-subjects and
series as the within-subjects variables. After this analysis,
analyses for both age groups separately were conducted,
with visual status as the between-subjects variable.

Results

Exploratory procedures per dimension

Figure 2 shows the relative duration of EPs for the four
different groups on series 1 and 4 for the dimension of exact
shape. It can be seen that the most important EP to gather
information about the exact shape of an object is CF. In
series 1, all four groups of participants executed CF more
than 80 % of the time during which they were exploring the
object. Apart from the sighted adults, who in series 4 still
showed a high level of CF (>95 %), the other three groups
showed a shift in their exploratory behavior. EN was added
as a second EP, especially by the blind children, or in
combinations of EPs (CF+).

For all four groups, with the dimension of weight, the
most commonly used EP was UH in both series 1 and 4 (see
Fig. 3). Especially, the children also used other EPs. In
series 1, besides UH, the EP of EN was used frequently.
Note, however, that in series 1, the category rest was also
quite high, which means that the participants executed other
hand movements than just EPs. In series 4, the adults still

executed UH for about 80 % of the time to gather informa-
tion about weight. Both groups of children performed UH
less than did the adults.

Since we could not judge from Fig. 3 whether all children
performed in the same manner with regard to the dominant
EP—that is, UH—we looked at the distribution of individual
scores for this EP (see Fig. 4). Most adults used the EP of UH
for a considerable amount of time during exploration of the
dimension of weight. This can be seen in Fig. 4 by the
skewness to the left of the distribution of the adults. The
exploratory behaviors of both groups of adults resembled each
other. However, within both groups of children, there was
more variation in exploratory behaviors than in the adult
groups. This meant that the low score on the dominant EP of
UH for the groups of children (see Fig. 3) was caused by a
large variation in the percentage of use of UH; some children
hardly used this EP, whereas a few children behaved like
adults—that is, showed UH a large proportion of the time.

For the dimension of volume, shown in Fig. 5, the EP of
EN was performed most by all four groups. The next most
used EP was CF. In series 4, there was a small increase
visible in the use of combination of EPs—that is, EN+.

In Fig. 6, the proportion of EPs for the dimension of
texture is shown. LM was the dominant EP for all four
groups. However, the EPs of PR and EN were also per-
formed regularly in this task, especially by both groups of
children. Since we were interested in how variable the use of
the dominant EP of LM was for the two groups of children,
we looked again at the distribution of individual scores. The
distribution of the scores resembled that in Fig. 4; there were
large differences between the children in how often they
used the EP of LM, from scarcely to very often. Adults
behaved more similarly to each other; that is, most of the
times, they executed LM.

Table 2 Actions: descriptions and intraclass correlations

Actions Description Intraclass
correlation

Throw over Throw the object from one hand into the other; it is often a very smooth
operation and is repeated several times.

1.00

Pick up and Drop Participant picks up the object with one hand and lets it drop on the other hand. 1.00

Brief touch The object is lying on the extended hand, most of the time in the position of UH;
the participant only touches the object softly to get a bit of information (quick glance)
about the object and material. This event is not scored if the participant is really exploring
or pressing on the object

.92

Examine features The participant is exploring features, like a hole in a ring (put finger through). .99

Estimating size Specific movements are made by hands or fingers with the goal of measuring size or distance.
Typical is the folding of two hands together over the object and giving extra pressure to
get more information about size. Sometimes the fingers or palms of the hand play the role of a ruler;
people measure the length of an object with one or more fingers.

.95

Global perception
of shape

The participant places the fingers of one hand at the outline of an object, to get an indication about the
shape of an object. It differs from contour following in that the contour of the object is not traced.

.98
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Actions per dimension

Figure 7 shows the mean number of actions per group
performed during exploration. Most actions occurred during
the tasks of exact shape and weight. The event of brief
touch, where the participants got only a quick glance of
the object, was performed for all the dimensions and by all
four groups of participants, although not with the same
frequency. The actions of throw over, pick up and drop,
and examine features seemed to belong to the dimension of
weight and were not observed on the other dimensions. The
event of throw over was executed most of the time by the
adults, and the event of examine features seemed to be
preferred more by the children. The event of global percep-
tion was almost performed only in relation to the dimension
of exact shape; in series 4, the frequency of this event
increased, especially for the adult groups.

Comparisons with the data of Lederman and Klatzky

Table 3 compares the data from Lederman and Klatzky’s
1987 study and the present study and shows the mean
duration of the EPs after each question to match the sample
on one of the four dimensions. The data for the sighted
adults in the present study bore a close resemblance to the
data of Lederman and Klatzky. This was confirmed by a
significant and very high correlation for the mean duration

of EPs per object on each dimension between the students in
the Lederman and Klatzky study and the sighted adults in the
present study (r=.98, p<.01). Moreover, the correlations were
also high between Lederman and Klatzky’s participants and
the other three groups in the present study (r=.92 for sighted
children, r=.91 for blind adults, and r=.86 for blind children,
all ps<.01).

Efficiency scores

To study the overall impact of EPs and actions on accuracy
and response times, for each individual an efficiency score
was calculated by dividing accuracy by response time, irre-
spective which EPs or actions were used (see Table 4). The
higher the score, the more efficient the person used his or
her tactual skills.

For the four dimensions, separate GLMs were performed
on the efficiency scores, with age (adults, children) and
visual status (sighted, blind) as between-subjects factors
and series (1, 2, 3, and 4) as the within-subjects factor. For
clarity and consistency with other tables and figures, only
series 1 and 4 are shown in Table 4. For exact shape, there
was a main effect for visual status, F(1, 57)=12.334,
p=.001, ηp

2=.178. The blind participants were more effi-
cient than the sighted participants. There was also a main
effect for series F(3, 171)=8.815, p<.001, ηp

2=.134.
Efficiency increased over the series. Analyses for the blind

Fig. 2 Percentage of time
exploratory procedures were
used with the dimension of
exact shape for the four
groups for series 1 (a) and
series 4 (b). CF=contour
following, EN=enclosure,
LM=lateral motion, UH=
unsupported holding, PR=
pressure

Fig. 3 Percentage of time
exploratory procedures were
used with the dimension of
weight for the four groups for
series 1 (a) and series 4 (b).
CF=contour following, EN=
enclosure, LM=lateral
motion, UH=unsupported
holding, PR=pressure
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and sighted groups separately showed a main effect for
series for both groups. The blind participants, F(3, 87)=
5.194, p=.002, ηp

2=.152, as well as the sighted participants,
F(3, 84)=4.783, p=.004, ηp

2=.146, became more efficient
over time. There was no main or interaction effect for age.

For the dimension of weight, there was an interaction
effect of age with the repeated measurement of series,
F(3, 171)=4.236, p<.006, ηp

2=.069. There was also a sig-
nificant main effect for age, F(3, 171)=3.797, p=.011,
ηp

2=.062, and repeated measurement of series, F(1, 57)=
15.553, p<.001, ηp

2=.214. Separate analyses per age group
showed that these significant results were caused by the
children. Both groups of children became more efficient
over the series, F(3, 84)=10.252, p<.001, ηp

2=.268. There
was no main effect for visual status. For the adults, there
were no significant main effects for repeated measurement
of series or for visual status.

The dimension of volume showed a main effect for
series, F(3, 171)=8.759, p<.001, ηp

2=.133, but not for age

or visual status. All four groups of participants became more
efficient over the series.

For the dimension of texture, there was a main effect for
series, F(3, 171)=22.314, p<.001, ηp

2=.281, and a signifi-
cant three-way interaction for series, visual status, and age,
F(3, 171)=4.431, p<.005, ηp

2=.072. There was also a
between-subjects interaction for age and visual status,
F(1, 57)=4.667, p<.035, ηp

2=.076. For the sake of clarity,
we analyzed the data further for the two age groups sepa-
rately. These analyses showed a repeated measurement ef-
fect for the group of children, F(3, 84)=11.179, p<.001,
ηp

2=.285; both groups of children became more efficient
over the series. The analysis of the adults also showed a
main effect for series, F(3, 87)=15.334, p<.001, ηp

2=.346,
and a significant interaction effect for visual status by the
repeated measurement of series, F(3, 87)=4.879, p=.003,
ηp

2=.144. Separate analyses for the adults showed only a
repeated measurement effect of series for the blind adults,
F(3, 45)=15.856, p<.001, ηp

2=.514.

Fig. 4 Number of participants
who used the exploratory
procedure (EP) of unsupported
holding (UH) for a certain
percentage of time in series 4
with the dimension of weight
for the different groups of
participants: a blind adults
(n=16), b sighted adults
(n=15), c blind children
(n=15), and d sighted
children (n=15)

Fig. 5 Percentage of time
exploratory procedures were
used with the dimension of
volume for the four groups for
series 1 (a) and series 4 (b).
CF=contour following, EN=
enclosure, LM=lateral motion,
UH=unsupported holding,
PR=pressure
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Discussion

The present study was an elaboration of our previous study
in which we examined accuracy and response times of blind
and sighted adults and children in a haptic match-to-sample
task (Withagen et al., 2012). In that study, adults were found
to be more accurate on all four dimensions but not always
faster than children. In the present study, we looked at the
EPs and the participants’ efficiency during performance of
the haptic match-to-sample task. All four groups of partic-
ipants used the same EP to solve a specific task, in agree-
ment with the study of Lederman and Klatzky (1987).
However, the children also executed other EPs for the same
dimension. Despite the extra hand movements, both groups
of children became more efficient over four series on all four
dimensions. The adults increased significantly in efficiency
only on the dimensions of volume and texture. Below, we
will discuss the three aims of the study separately—namely,
differences in exploratory behavior of children and adults,
differences in the manual exploration of blind and sighted
participants, and the influence of practice—that is, repeating
the experiment.

Exploratory behavior of children and adults

A similarity in the behavior of children and adults is the fact
that they executed the same EP when information was asked
about a specific dimension. The finding that children are able
to execute the same EPs as adults is in line with the results of
Kalagher and Jones (2011), who concluded that children
produced adult-like EPs and matched the sample objects
correctly to the standard on the different dimensions.
Moreover, we found that both children and adults used some
additional EPs, sometimes alone and sometimes in combina-
tion with the dominant EP. Noticeable was the fact that within
a combination of EPs, all groups generally chose a combina-
tion that involved the dominant EP for that dimension. The
fact that EPs could be performed simultaneously is in line with
Klatzky and Lederman (1993) and Klatzky, Lederman, and
Reed (1989, 1993), but in contradiction to Hatwell (2003),
who stated that EPs cannot be executed simultaneously but
must be performed successively, because they are not com-
patible from a motoric viewpoint. The simultaneous use of
EPs, as predicted by Klatzky and Lederman (1993), did not
occur very often during this experiment, but still it did.

Fig. 6 Percentage of time
exploratory procedures were
used with the dimension of
texture for the four groups
for series 1 (a) and series 4
(b). CF=contour following,
EN=enclosure, LM=lateral
motion, UH=unsupported
holding, PR=pressure

Fig. 7 Mean number of actions for series 1 (a) and series 4 (b) with each dimension for the four groups of participants
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The percentage of time that children and adults spent on
executing the dominant EP was found to vary substantially.
Some children resembled adults in their exploratory behavior,
while others used a lot of different EPs and manipulations,
which could not be scored as the EPs described by Lederman
and Klatzky (1987).This occurred especially on the dimen-
sions of weight and texture. These manipulations involved
motions to maintain an object in a certain position or to
reorient it for further examination (scored as TM) or unclear
motions that could not be interpreted as EPs or were visually
UC. According toMillar (1994), children need to collect more
redundant information about objects for proper use or identi-
fication of the objects, and for this reason, they will show
more exploratory behavior. The extra hand movements are
also understandable from a developmental perspective. To
learn about the different dimensions of objects, children have
to experiment more with objects than do adults because they
lack experience with the different dimensions (Flavell, 1977;
E. J. Gibson, 1988; J. J. Gibson, 1966; Hatwell, Orliaguet, &
Brouty, 1990; Shaffer, 2002). Therefore, one could expect that
the children used more actions, since this is also a way to
gather some extra information about objects. However, the

results of the present study did not show more use of actions
by the children, in comparison with the adults.

The actions should be interpreted as extra hand move-
ments a participant executes to obtain more specific infor-
mation about object properties or the stimulus itself. Certain
actions concern sequences of hand movements in which EPs
are involved, such as throw over, which starts with the EP
of UH, followed by the action of throwing the object
into the other hand and then, again, the EP of UH. To
score this total range of hand movements as an “action”
gives extra insight into the additional hand movements
participants performed when exploring objects. A more
stimulus-driven action is examine features, since the ob-
ject itself (for instance, a hole in an object or a round
object that can roll) evoked this behavior. Although
provoked by different kinds of objects not used in the
present study, the EP of function testing, described by
Lederman and Klatzky (1987, p. 347) resembles this
action. An action observed in all four groups and in all
four tasks was brief touch. This action can be seen as a “quick
glance” to extract information from an object (Klatzky &
Lederman, 1995). On the dimension of weight, the adults also

Table 3 Mean duration in seconds of exploratory procedures for each object per trial. Data from the study of Lederman and Klatzky (1987) with
students (L&K students, n=11) and the four groups of participants in the present study

LM PR SC UH EN CF EPs total

Exact shape

L&K students* 0.35 0.00 0.00 0.03 1.92 11.20 13.50

Sighted adults 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.20 13.04 13.24

Blind adults 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.34 5.69 6.03

Sighted children 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.40 5.31 5.81

Blind children 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.47 5.31 5.82

Weight

L&K students* 0.10 0.08 0.00 2.12 0.28 0.55 3.13

Sighted adults 0.07 0.04 0.00 2.75 0.19 0.03 3.07

Blind adults 0.08 0.00 0.00 2.87 0.13 0.00 3.07

Sighted children 0.23 0.36 0.00 2.22 1.10 0.01 3.92

Blind children 0.36 0.32 0.00 3.83 1.15 0.07 5.72

Volume

L&K students* 0.20 0.01 0.04 0.07 2.61 2.15 5.08

Sighted adults 0.06 0.00 0.00 0.07 2.79 0.59 3.51

Blind adults 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.04 3.20 0.18 3.46

Sighted children 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.01 2.92 0.72 3.69

Blind children 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.10 3.18 0.73 4.02

EPs Texture

L&K students* 3.46 0.18 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.82 4.53

Sighted adults 3.11 0.22 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.06 3.38

Blind adults 2.71 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.00 2.81

Sighted children 2.71 0.54 0.00 0.00 0.38 0.12 3.75

Blind children 2.79 0.41 0.00 0.00 0.74 0.15 4.10

*Data based on Table 4a of Lederman and Klatzky (1987, p. 354)+
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executed other actions, such as throw over and pick up and
drop, whereas children rarely produced these actions. One
can think of several reasons to explain this difference.
Since, from a physiological viewpoint, the full maturation
of the hands and its functions takes about 2 decades
(Jones & Lederman, 2006) and involves fine motor move-
ments and the coordination of both hands (Hatwell et al.,
1990). Throw over, as well as pick up and drop, might
be a more mature motor and perceptual strategy to learn
about the weight of objects. Moreover, the relatively
small size of children’s hands makes throwing over a
difficult manipulation. Besides that, it might be necessary
to practice or to learn about these actions by direct
instruction or imitation before children are able to perform
them well.

There was one action that was performed more by
children than by adults, and that was examine features,
but only on the dimension of weight. One could spec-
ulate that special features are affordances that evoke
exploratory and playful behaviors in children more than
they do in adults. Another explanation is that children
in general perform more irrelevant behaviors than do
adults, since Hatwell et al. (1990) observed that young
children tend to include nonpertinent cues in their hap-
tic explorations.

Exploratory behaviors of sighted and blind people

The blind and sighted participants resembled each other in
the choice of EPs and actions on the four different dimen-
sions. This means that in the absence of sight, blind people
develop the same EPs to explore specific object properties
as sighted people. The presence of visual abilities is appar-
ently not a necessary condition for developing and conduct-
ing specific EPs. Moreover, both groups of children already
use adult-like EPs to explore tactile dimensions. It seems
that exploratory strategies depend more on the instruction
than on whether a person is blind or sighted. This is in
accordance with the conclusion of Lederman and Klatzky
(1987) that specific EPs are mostly necessary (and not just
optimal) to perform a certain task. The difference in behav-
ior between blind and sighted participants lies in the effi-
ciency of the execution of some hand movements.
Especially, the congenitally blind adults were significantly
more efficient, in comparison with the sighted adults, on the
dimensions of exact shape and texture. In the execution of
these specific haptic tasks, congenitally blind adults might
profit from the fact that because of the lack of visual expe-
rience, they always carried out these tasks tactually. On the
dimension of exact shape, the blind adults outperformed the
sighted; they were more efficient, mostly because they used

Table 4 Mean scores per group for accuracy, response times, and efficiency scores

Accuracy in % Response time in s Efficiency*

Series 1 Series 4 Series 1 Series 4 Series 1 Series 4

Exact shape

Blind adults 86 89 102 77 1.08 1.37

Sighted adults 87 88 152 133 0.64 0.76

Blind children 70 63 93 60 0.83 1.21

Sighted children 63 63 97 70 0.71 0.91

Weight

Blind adults 84 88 56 52 1.70 1.90

Sighted adults 82 83 59 64 1.65 1.42

Blind children 63 73 93 61 0.76 1.34

Sighted children 65 78 65 47 1.10 1.76

Volume

Blind adults 86 94 59 47 1.69 2.43

Sighted adults 93 97 60 50 1.79 2.09

Blind children 88 85 68 47 1.57 2.21

Sighted children 82 75 63 46 1.75 1.85

Texture

Blind adults 94 100 49 33 2.31 3.51

Sighted adults 97 100 53 48 2.11 2.40

Blind children 93 93 69 44 1.47 2.41

Sighted children 85 93 58 38 1.60 3.51

* Note that, of course, efficiency averaged over individual participants does not equal the ratio of average accuracy and average response time
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less time to execute EPs to achieve the same accuracy as the
sighted adults. This might be explained by the advanced use
of haptic strategies in which more fingers are involved in
producing the EP of CF (Rovira et al., 2011). It is also the
intensive usage of touch that makes it possible to develop
special haptic competencies (Heller, 2000). Another possi-
bility is that touch experiences may contribute to a change in
brain activity, as was already mentioned by Vygotsky
(1993), and higher efficiency in haptic shape recognition
by blind adults, in comparison with sighted adults. Another
explanation for the more efficient execution of the exact
shape task by the blind could be the enhanced spatial atten-
tion mechanisms in blind people (Feindsod, Bach–y-Rita, &
Madey, 1973; Röder, Rösler, & Henninghausen, 1997;
Röder, Rösler, Henninghausen, & Näcker, 1996). Research
confirmed that blind persons need shorter discrimination
times on spatial tasks due to these mechanisms. Within the
group of children, we did not find this difference in efficien-
cy, which could suggest that this attention mechanism and
efficient use of fingers develop over time.

For children, there was a significant difference in perfor-
mance between the two visual status groups on the dimen-
sion of weight. The sighted children were more efficient on
this dimension than the blind; this is due to the longer
response times of the blind children, as compared with the
sighted children, especially in series 1. An explanation
could be that most blind children are explicitly taught to
identify objects first. In the present experiment, they had to
ignore this prominent feature. However, the results showed
that the advantage of the sighted persons, in comparison
with the blind, on the dimension of weight seems to disap-
pear over time, since within the group of adults, we did not
find a significant difference in efficiency.

Influence of practice during the trials

With practice, there was a decrease in the rest category of EPs in
series 4. On all dimensions, there was a slight increase in the use
of combined EPs and the use of an EP other than the dominant.
Handmovements scored in the category of rest diminished over
the series, and in series 4, 95 % or more of the time EPs were
carried out. Especially, on the dimension of weight, there was a
large decrease in the category of rest (on average, from almost
20 % to 5 %). The increased use of the dominant EP caused a
significant improvement in efficiency for all four groups be-
tween series 1 and 4 for the dimensions of volume, exact shape,
and texture. The children, but not the adults, also improved their
performance on weight. Possibly, during the fourth series, they
were less distracted by all the new affordances of an object (J. J.
Gibson, 1966; Hatwell, 2003; Warren, 1994), which they could
not ignore in the first series. Furthermore, practice might have
led to more redundant information (Millar, 1994) and, as a
result, also led to a more efficient exploration.

Conclusion

All four groups of participants executed the same dominant
EP to gather information about a certain object dimension.
The choice of the EP was determined by the sensory informa-
tion they were searching for. Lederman and Klatzky (1987)
already stated that task instruction immediately influences the
way of exploring. All groups improved their exploratory
behavior during practice. In general, the differences in explor-
atory behavior were affected more by age than by visual
status. Only for the dimension of exact shape were there
differences in the efficiency of the hand movements between
sighted and blind adults, to the advantage of the latter group.
This might be explained by the haptic experience and more
advanced EPs in shape perception by the blind participants
(Hatwell, 2003; Heller, 2000; Rovira et al., 2011). Between
the two groups of children, there was a significant difference
in performance only on the dimension of weight. However,
the present study can be seen only as a first step in uncovering
the variation in exploration behavior in blind and sighted
participants at different age levels. To make a next step, it is
important to conduct follow-up in-depth observational studies
to further examine the individual variation in the execution of
exploration tasks as a function of age and visual status.
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